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Cellular Solutions are an
integrated business
communications company,
specialising in comms &
business software for small
businesses and large
corporations
SUMMARY
Since 1995 Cellular Solutions have been a leader in the integrated
communications industry. A recent focus has been to grow the
software division. Far North were commissioned to coach staff on
business growth models and sales & marketing strategy.
CHALLENGE
Cellular Solutions acquired a software division that had predominantly
worked in the financial sector. The requirement was to understand
manufacturing industries in-depth. A deliverable was to develop a
pre-sales strategy to help win new business and display to the prospective
clients that the sales team understood their business and the challenges
faced. The NE is a congested marketplace we therefore introduced the
latest tools and methodologies that are not readily in use elsewhere.
APPROACH
Far North met with the Director of software and discussed the potential
outcomes. Our business coach then developed a bespoke workshop
programme to deliver to the team over two days. Following this
successful delivery we engaged with the business over a further eight
days. Far North represented Cellular in live pre-sales discovery meetings
and helped develop subsequent sales demonstrations. We also coached
members of the sales team and sat in on Account Management strategy
meetings.
INTENDED OUTCOMES
A strong technical and commercial team thoroughly coached surrounding
manufacturer's business challenges and expectations when purchasing a
software solution.
We were required to deliver business tools and methodologies the team
could use in a pre-sales and Research & Development scenarios.
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INTENDED OUTPUTS
Confident and coached Sales Team
Strong manufacturing knowledge within Technical Team
Commercial training and tools
Software demonstration process
OBSTACLES AND ISSUES
The tools and methodologies were extremely new to the team and there
could have been a danger of low user acceptance and confusion. We
ensured that we each team member was coached one-to-one and we
obtained constant feedback from the individuals ensuring no one was left
behind.
ACTUAL OUTCOMES
Business Model & Value Proposition Canvas adopted within the business.
Account management team coached to maximise existing customer
base.
Pre-Sales approach improved.
R & D team given tools to brainstorm and develop new products.
Content produced for website.
"We engaged with Far North to assist us in developing new markets. The approach was
very different to what I had seen before but was extremely successful and immediately
engaged my team.
The ongoing contact and tips/suggestions have been invaluable as well as the
support provided on live projects.
I would recommend Far North to any size company looking to develop their business"
Derek Curtis, Director, Cellular Solutions.

